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oeuropathology and Psychiatry, 16(l) 43-47, 1947

Histopethological Characteristics of Japanese Enoephalitis in H•nchur&a
in 1945 (keport II)

GrashchenkIv. K. I.

In the first article we covered the clinical characteristics of the

-knchurian Japanese Encephalitis. In this article we will try to note

some of the variations of the central nervous system, noted by us during

the Manchurian outbreak in 1945 in 5 sections.

We will not review the clinics of J. encephalitis here.

There are many works on the morphologicAl variations of the central

nervous system (Mori, Kawamura, etc).

In the USSR there is one publication on the histopathological variso-

tions during Japanese encephalitis in the Far Eastern Primorsk (I. A.

O Robinson).

Sectioning disclosed hyperemia of the soft brain membranes and

brain substance. In particular, the subcortical nodes, In the puta-

men there were many brownish points, evidently necrosis. In the front

lobes there was a brownish tint of the gray substance and hyperemia of

the capillEries. A similar tint was noted in the region of the Sylvius

aqueduct. The soft membranes were always areas of edema and full of

blood. The vessels in the brain, subbrain and spinal region were em-

panded, held stases. Local hemorrhaging was af a diapedetic chz racter.

There were noted perivascular accumulations of erythrocytes without

destructive appearannes. The walls of the vessels were edematized,

with inflammed endothelia; no ruptures in the a -A 'htessele

were visible. In two cases there was hemorrhaging in the membranes in

Zthe occipital region, rupture of the marginal barrier and penetration

of the blood Into the soft brain membranes and substance.
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0The soft brain membranes are Infiltrated. with miorophages, ly7upho-

cytea and. sometimes by polymorphonuclear leukocytes. The Infiltrate

penetrates along the vessels from the membranes into the brain substance,

thus disrupting the liomesodermal barrier. In the cortex there is

odoms of the brain substance. there Is Injection of the vessels of all

"olibers, oven to the smallest sub-voins. Around the vessels there is

an accumulation of liquido exhudate, and in places there are granular

roso masses, whicth, evidently, indicate the disruption of the penetra-

bility, Many stases and hemorrhages aro encountered. Often red ,or-

puale and plasma mixtures oar noted with the perivascular infi~trates.

There Is a great proliferation of the ondothelia of the precapillary

type vessels.

In the walls of the vessels there are lymphocytoe and polyblasts,

R •significant in all oases. In some cases the cells of the infiltrate

occupy all the layers of the vessel walls and form branches. In a

r majority of the cases the inflammatory infiltrates are limited to the

intra-a•evntitial exanse, bat, along with this, there are deep dis-

ruptions of the barrier functions, when the elements of infiltrate

penetrate into the tissue surrounding the braino This can be seen in

the cortox, particularly in the subcortical nodes, in the hypothalamic

region and also In the Somoring black substance and smemctimps in the

pone varolii and Aedulla oblongatae.

In the marginal layer there Is acuto proliferation of the micro-

glia. There Is an abundance of bacilli form in the Hortega cells. The

nuclei of these cells are often pyknotio and shriveled., appendices are

swelled, small clots can be datectedo

Along with the diffused proliferation of the Hortegs glia and the

oligodandrogli&, there ae significant coagulations with formations of
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deo@*nt@9ratIon8, "Layn around the perishing• nerve cells. These CoAod-

3atjons for- around single cells or around groups of them. There are

significant variations of the cells, the plsama is pase and drawn, the

nucleus is dark. In the center of the Broca, in the occipital lobes

and other sections there are diffused cellular variations, but the

kreatest is in the frontal lobes*

In all parts of the brain there are areas of softening. In these

regions, particularly in the frontal lobes, the cells are distributed

very densely; the majortly of them are granular spheres. Often It is

possible to note the conversion of Hortega cells into granular spheres.

On preparations, tinted according to Shpilmeler, centers of necrosis are

connected with the vessels; due, evidently, to the disruption of the

blood circulation. Certain types of thromboses of the small vessels

Q confirm this.

In the white subcortex substance there are diffused micro- and macro-

glious proliferation. on the border of the cortex and in deeper sections;

In the Cray matter it is expressed more so. Here the proliferation af-

fects the oligodendroglia, and also the Hortega cells; the cells of

loigodendroglia in the white matter run Ohaln like along the small type

vessels, sometimes forming rosettes. In the internal capsule there Is

infiltration of the walls of the veins. Around such vessels there Is

sometimes a glious wall, consisting of Hortega cells. -T•he oligodendro-

glia are edematized (surrounded by cells with perinuclear ltcid Intervals).

In the cortex and white subcortex matter there are variations of the

astrocytes: they lose their appendices, curve, take a spherical form. If

the appendixes remain, they will swell at the end and often vex*.

0KThe fIbcortioal Nodes-Putamen and Pineal Body. Perivasculiar infil-

tration acutely expressed; infiltration consists of lymphocytes mainly*
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Ew•eo is separation of the endothelial sells. In some cases It is

possible to note fibrinoid swelling of the vessel walls. Dffused pro-

liferation of the Hortega cells and oligodendroglia Is acute. Great

quantities of these small nodules of these elements are located around

the capllaries. Sometimes this tie is not completed, then the nodules

have a porous build. The Horteog cells are swelled, often in the 1rm

of rods, with small qvuantities of side branches with dull ends. The

nuclei of 'he cealls have & long form, untrue, often bean shaped. Often

there is poosls of the nuclei, as if they ;were frapentated. They

have a segmentated appearance, they have & half-mood, shape, appear like

polymorphonuclear leukocytes. The cells are either lacking plasma or

the latter haa a surrounding forms Sometimes the Mortega cells with

the pyknotic nuclei are quantitively formed into nodes (smeall clumps).

M e oligodendroglia cells, encountered in smaller numbers in these

paglion, are swelled, sometimes with shortened appendices. In some

gangAlon the Hortega cells, the body of which is curved and the append-

loe shortened, posses appendices only on one side. Some of these cells.

have been seen vithout appendices sand curved. These cells have a lat-

ticed structure of plasma and a decreased dark nucleus, sometimes of

an utrue, shriveled fore, been shaped or half-moot, These cells are of

the latticed type. The change of the Hortega cells, consisting of

granulomea, into latticed cells and granular abbeos is visible. Dar-

Ing tinting with scarlet, ganular el00 are found in the plasma of

the latter. In places there are centers of softening in which there

are single varied Bortepa cells,

In one case the glious nodes and the areoa of softening were only

_ 1htly oexpressed Nore, as in the cortex, the proliferation of the

Hortega glia Is expressed reator, representing degeneration with
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S0 pyknous nuclei. In the putamen there Is a great quantity of seol caters

of necrosis with kuorrheuziL of the nuclei. In these centers there are

capillary type vessels with pyknosis of the endothelia. In the perl-

phery of some of the necrotic centers there are accumUlations of Sortep

cells. The nerve cells in the area surro,inding these centers are diffusely

varied; the cells discharge in places. The cells in the area of the In-

flamed gangLions suffer badly, in the putamen,,the big as velL as the

little ceol.s are involved. The oligodendroglia and Sortega glia surround

the ganglious cells, forming neuronophagic nodes.

Pallidumo Neuronophagic nodes represented in small numbers. The

nerve colas are slightly varied In oompazasion with the putsmon. There

is non-specific variation of the cells (hyperchromatosis of nuclei,

chromatolisis), but, the diffused proliferation of the oligodendroglia

and Bortega cells in present. Areas of softening are smaller. Zdema of

som type in some cells.

Thalaius. Variations more severe than in Pallidum. Vessels fall

of blood and contain stases, Walls of vessels edematised, some places

there are hyaline thrombi. Hemorrhagirgs, sometimes aroung the infil-

trated vessels, Infiltrates consist mainly of lymphoid elements, war-

rounded by accumulations of Hortegs cells and oligodendroglia. Some

bypertrophic astrooytes noted; sometimes they are proliferated.

The ganglious cells suffer mostly near the inflammaroy centers.

Along with the clear neuronophage there are certain cells surrounded

by glious elements. There is a diffused variation of the nerve cells.

There is great proliferation of the oligodendroglia and Hortega cello.

Expansive centers of softening with the formation of ganrlar spheres*

0._ pothalanie Region* T proliferative component is strongly pres-

eat. It Is detected in tjm proliferation of the elements of the vessel
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ald. which are Participating in the formation of expressed infiltrates,

distributed In the advontitial expanse. Sometimes the vessel valls are

oontinuously infiltrated. Around such vessels there is a great prolifowU-

tion of lorteAp cells with very strong hypertrophic appendices. There

a&te noeronoph&Lc nodems In the nucleus tuber tuberi. in the mamillary

bodies there are degenerative variatious of part of the nerve cells.

May cells have dark nuclei and pale, poorly tinted plasma. On the very

bottom of the III ventricle under the nuclei there are glious reactions

noted in all cases. In 2 cases the proliferative variations in the

h.vpothalamic region were replaced by degenerative variations which were

well represented.

Black Sommering Substance. There in swelling and proliferation of

the cello of the endothelia, places there are hemorrhages from the vessels

with infiltrated walls. Variations of the cells of the black substance

are #etworo Here there is & disohagge of the cells, particularly of the

medial portion, where there Is a continuous discharge, and in singular

remaining cells there are dark nuclei, discharge of pigment, individual

appendices or curved remains of calls. In these sections there is &

hugh, diffused outgrowth of Hortega glia, while in the perivascul.r

centers there are no accumulations. These Hortega cells are sometimes

hypertrophiated, but more often doganeratively vezied, with dark, frag-

Pented-like nuclei. There are groat quantities of granular spheres or

accuma-l- tione of granular spheres. Ner-r these spheres there are accum-

uieations, the centers of which are noted to have clots of pigment, dis-

tributed freely, sometimes incorporated in the granular sphere. There

are nwuronophagic nodes, conSisting of olitodendroglia cells and Hortega

0 giaIs. In some places the black substance tissues are softened. In areas

of less affection the proliferation of the Hortega glia Is diffused, de-

pnerotive variations, depigmentation, nouronophagic nodes, dischrage6



V of cells. In some cases there was an asymmetry of affection between

the right and loft sides.

On preparation*, tinted according to Shpilmiewr, the swelling of

the q~elinic fibers Is noted, these are located in the centers of dif-

fUsed infiltration, which exceeds the limits of the vessel walls, The

nuclei of the III and IV pairs of cranial nerves are vFried slightly,.

Some cells are shriveled, there In hyperchromatosis of the nuoleuso

Red Nucleus* A great part of the cells are secure. There are

individmal nodes, consisting of Hortega cells with conversions to

granular spheres. Great diffused proliferation of glia and mIcrogLia.

The process Is basically loss than in the black substance*

Corpora Qnadrigemina. Singular variations of cells. Prolifera-

tion of glia and macroglia is diffused and in centers with formations

of nodes. Converting into granuar spheres. In the white substanoe &

small infiltration of lymphocytes around the vessels. Cells of the

ependymal layers are pyknotic, lightly proliferated.

Pons. The cells of the nucleua of the facial nerve remained secure.

Among them there are single glious nodes. The basic moo of the retlcu-.

Lar substance remained unchanged. Great centers of diffused proliferation

of Hortega cel•s with degeneration of them were noted in the nucleus of

the brain. In the region of the pyramidal tracts there were stases In

the vessels,

On preparations, tinted according to Shpilmeior, there were visible

small c€ters of dsmyeliniu&.tion. There was some increase of the marginal

cells, adjacent to the infiltrated soft brain membranes.

Aedull& Oblongata. Great proliferation of glia, maiAnly Hortega cells.

O2here are mixed nodes, consisting of Horteoa cells and olidodondrogliae
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S0.3le of the nuclei of the IX, X and XII pairs are varied lightly,

but there Is a oell discharge. Many neuronophagic nodes. Great pro-

Liferation of satrocytes and m•crogLIa. In the olives there is a

• eo&. variation of the nerve cells. Almost everywhere there is pyknosis

of the nuclei-,; isle's degeneration, Great proliferation of glia,

mainly oligodendoorlise There are nodes In the coils of the olives,

conislsting of oroteg and oligodendroglise The vestibular nuclei are

varied slightlyo Throughout the medulla oblongata there Is edo4mnd

ruptured tissue* On the bottom of the IV ventricle there is some sub-

ependym,, gliouse.

The variations of the Pons and Medulla, noted here were prevalent

In three cases, 2 cases had more severe variations*

Oerebollum. ]xpressed meningitis among the fissures. The infil-

0trate consists of macrophags., lymphocytes and some plasmaLtic ceils.

In the white substance there is pro.iferation by astrocytic glia and

oligodendzo&Lia. In places there are nodes of Hortega cells. In the

sone of the Parkyajo there is an expansive discharge of ceLLe and their

variation; In places the gangLious cells are absent, places their nuclei

are very pycnotic, the nuclear capsule in Indistingaishable, the chrom-

atIn Is in the plasma. There Is a significant proliferation of the ceils

of the oLigodendrogliao

In the oeils of the dentate nuclous there are nodes consisting of

olidodsndroglia and Hortego elements. Significa ddiffused proliferar-

tLon of these cello, pyknosis of the nuclei. In the ganglious cells-

a field of discharge.

Opinal Cord. Proliferation of the cellular elements in the roots

-of the neck section of the spin4 corde and also in the shoulder area.
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There are small hemorrhages. In the soft brain membranes there is an

expressed meningitis. In the area of the forward horka--diffused pro-
liferation; on the edge of the proliferation there is nouronophagia;

the nouronophagic nodes are frequent in the fros(hormn, while In the

rear and side there are less.The inflammatory process is more visible i

in the neck and shoulder area. Many ganglious cells are varied; they

are in the stage of severe infection according to Nissle. In contrast

to Tink encephalitis, a majority of the cells are untouched. The pern-

vascular infiltration of the vessel walls in the white and gray matter

is also observed in those membranes around the smaller veins. The In-

filtrates are mainly pliae lymphoid elements; in some cases there is

participation of the plasmatic fells. The latter enter into the tissue

of the brain substance. Hyperplaaia of the adventitial cells can be

0 noted, their nuclei are pyknotic and swelled.

Resume. Thus, the process is characterized, other than by the

appearances of proliferation, by the severe circulartory disruptions,

particularly by the tendency for the destructive variations of the

histocytes of the brain and the Hortega cells, as well an the nerve

cells. The region most severely affected is the central brain, part-

icularly the Somering 31&ck substance, putamen, thalamus, hypothalamus

region and, in some cases, the pon& and medulla. The process is evident

in the cortex also, and in the subcortex. The above syndrome, oonstituted

by microscopy, explains the clinical symptoms which &re observed duaing

the severe course of infection.

Comparatively aLmilar histopathological and virusological aspects

were noted during analysis of the Original J. encephalitis and that in

O Manouria. Won the virus we identiahi.
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"Hovevr, our disoribed, histopathological and olinical aspects do

Od ffer from those of lkonoao encephalitis. Therefore, theme tvo dif-

ferent Infections should not be confused.

No tablos, footnotes, *to.; oomplete translation.
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